1.Consider two meters A and B. Meter A has a range of (0 – 150) V and multiplier resistance
of 50 kΩ. Meter B has a range of (0 – 500) V and a multiplier resistance of 180 kΩ. Meter A
and B have basic meter resistances of 1 kΩ and 2 kΩ respectively. Determine which meter is
more sensitive?
A. A is more sensitive than B
B. B is more sensitive than A
C. Both meters have same sensitivity
D. None of these
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

Sensitivity,
For Meter A,
R = 50 kΩ
Rm = 1 kΩ
V = 150 V

SA = 340 Ω/V
For Meter B,
R = 180 kΩ
Rm = 2 kΩ
V = 500 V

SB = 364 Ω/V
∴ S B > SA

2.If two identical JFETs are connected in parallels, then Drain resistance (resultant) will be

A. Double of single JFET
B. Half of single JFET
C. Exactly equal to single JFET
D. cannot be determined
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

Small signal model of JFET

So rd’ = r d/2

3.What is the impedance seen by relay A (in Ω) in the below arrangement?

A. 5Ω
B. 20 Ω
C. 25 Ω
D. 10 Ω
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

Zseen,A =

4.Consider a protection system shown below. Find percentage bias.

A. 66.67%
B. 55.5%
C. 74.5%
D. 50.5%
Answer ||| A
Solution |||

5.When PLC program is executed, multiple repetitive processes occurred. This process of
repetition is called
A. PLC scan cycle
B. PLC counter
C. PLC rung
D. RTO
Answer ||| A
Solution ||| When PLC program is executed, multiple repetitive processes that occurred are
called PLC scan cycle

6.Find the voltage across the capacitor in the circuit shown below.

A. 9 + 7.07 sin (t – 135°) V
B. 9 + 1.414 sin (t – 225°) V
C. 9 V
D. 9 – 1.414 sin (t + 135°) V
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
Since there are different frequency sources present in the circuit. So, superposition theorem
must be used to obtain the response.
(1) When V 1 = 10 sin t is operating
ω = 1 rad/s

Z1= 1 + j=√2 ∠45º

(2) When V 2 = 9V (DC) is operating
ω = 0 ⇒ XL = ωL = 0 and

By superposition theorem,

7.Which of the following magnetic materials have high remanence and large coercivity?
A. Diamagnetic material
B. Hard magnetic material
C. Soft magnetic material
D. None of the above
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
Hard magnetic material has large hysteresis loop area, So, hysteresis loss is also more,
remanence is high and coercivity is large.

8.Statement 1 (S1): PD controller improves transient response of system.
Statement 2 (S2): With PD controller, maximum overshoot is increased.
A. Both S1 and S2 are true and S2 is the correct explanation of S1
B. Both S1 and S2 are true and S2 is not the correct explanation of S1
C. S1 is true but S2 is false
D. S1 is false but S2 is true
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
With PD controller, damping ratio is increased, so that maximum overshoot is decreased.
Hence, PD controller improves transient response of system.

9.For a purely inductive rotor of a 3 – phase induction machine, if rotor power factor angle is
90°, then electromagnetic torque becomes
A. 0
B. Maximum
C. In between minimum to maximum
D. None of the above
Answer ||| A
Solution |||

Where θ2 = Rotor power factor angle = 90° (Given)
So,

=0

10.If R changed to 3Ω then what is change in current flowing through R.

A. 0.478
B. 0.238
C. 0.516
D. 0.258
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

Now according to compensation theorem
Vs = ΔZ.I
= (3 – 2) × 1
Short circuit vorlage source.

= 4.2 V

= 0.238 A

11.Which relay is best suited for long distance protection?
A. Impedance relay
B. Reactance relay
C. MHO relay
D. Over-current relay
Answer ||| C
Solution |||

Hence, for long distance protection of transmission line MHO relay is suited.

12.The solution to the system of equation is

A. –4, 12
B. 4, 12
C. 12, –4
D. –12, –4
Answer ||| A
Solution |||

R2 → R1 + R2

19.5y = –78
y = –4, x = 12

13.Consider two long parallel conductors placed at a certain distance apart from each other.
The current carried by one wire is doubled and the current carried by the other wire is tripled.
Also, the distance between them is reduced to half. Find the % change in force per unit length
between the two wires.
A. 1200
B. 1100
C. 1000
D. 900
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
Force per unit length between two conductors is given by,

Given,

⟹ F’ = 12F

% Change =

= 1100%

14.8085 and 8086 processors are
A. CISC processors and have Harvard architecture
B. CISC processors and have Von Neumann architecture
C. RISC processors and have Harvard architecture
D. RISC processors and have Von Neumann architecture
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
Both are CISC processors and have Von Neumann architecture.

15.A 13-bus power system has 4 voltage-controlled buses. The dimension of the Jacobian
matrix will be____.
A. 22 × 22
B. 20 × 20
C. 26 × 26

D. 24 × 24
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
Total no. of Buses = 13
PV buses = 4
Slack bus = 1
Remaining buses = 8
Both V, δ terms appear in Jacobian matrix dimension.
Order of Jacobian matrix,
= (2 × 8 + 4) × (2 × 8 + 4)
= 20 × 20

16.Consider the series R-L circuit shown in figure below. For obtaining transient free
response, switch should be closed at instant t = t0. Find the value of t0. (consider R = ωL)

A.
B.
C.
D.
Answer ||| A

Solution |||
For obtaining transient free response.

R = ωL
∴ ωt0 = tan–1(1)

17.Which of the following statement are correct regarding ROC of a signal?
1. ROC of a left sided signal is right side to right most pole in Laplace transform.
2. ROC of a left sided signal is not left sided if its pole is not inside the unit circle.
A. 1 only
B. 2 only
C. 1 and 2 both
D. Neither 1 nor 2
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
Both statement are wrong.

18.Which of the following is Poisson’s equation?
A.
B.
C.
D.
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

19.The solution of the differential equation
A. y = e–2x
B. y = 4xe–x2
C.
D.
Answer ||| C
Solution |||

Integrating factor,

is

20.In which of the following instructions, no flags are affected?
1) STAX
2) DCR
3) CMA
4) CMC
A. 1 and 4
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 and 3
D. 2 and 4
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
STAX : Store accumulator indirect
DCR : Decrement source by 1
CMA : Complement accumulator
CMC : Complement carry
In STAX and CMA instruction, no flags are affected.
In DCR operation, except carry, all flags are affected.
In CMC instruction, the carry flag is modified, no other flags are affected.

21.Resonance frequency of the circuit shown below is

A. 3 rad/sec
B. 5 rad/sec
C.
D.
Answer ||| C
Solution |||

Impedance at frequency ω rad/ sec

For calculation of resonance frequency imaginary part of z = 0

ω = 0 (not possible)
and

2 – 2ω2 + 1 = 0
2ω2 = 3

22.Which of the pole zero plot corresponds to an even function

A.

B.

C.

D.
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
For a signal to be even, it must be either two sided or finite duration, therefore x(s) has poles,
the ROC must be strip in the s-plane

For (a),

So
So x(t) is not even
For (b), ROC can not be chosen to corresponding to a two sided function x(t) ⇒ Not even

for (c), We have

So
So even
for (d) ,ROC cannot be chosen to corresponding to a two sided function x(t) ⇒ So not even

23.Temperature at which antiferromagnetic material converts to paramagnetic material is
known as _____ temperature.
A. Curie
B. Curie-Weiss
C. Neel
D. Debye
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Temperature at which antiferromagnetic material converts to paramagnetic material is known
as Neel temperature.

24.In a DC machine, armature MMF is
A. Stationary in space
B. Having triangular space distribution

C. Both (a) and (b)
D. Neither (a) Nor (b)
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
In a DC machine, armature MMF is stationary in space and has triangular space distribution.

25.Octal equivalent of (11111111)2 is
A. 377
B. 370
C. 277
D. 256
Answer ||| A
Solution |||

26.Which of the following statement is true for a power system with lagging power factor?
A. Active power will flow from lagging voltage bus to leading voltage bus.
B. Active power will flow from leading voltage bus to lagging voltage bus.
C. Reactive power will flow from lagging voltage bus to leading voltage bus.
D. Reactive power will flow from leading voltage bus to lagging voltage bus.
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
Active power always flows from leading voltage to lagging voltage.

27.Statement (I): In thyristor, local hot spots will be formed near the gate connection on
accounts of high current density.
Statement (II): Rate of rise of anode current is large as compared to the spread velocity of
carriers.
A. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are true and statement (II) is correct explanation of
statement (I)
B. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are true but statement (II) is not a correct
explanation of statement (I)
C. Statement (I) is true but statement (II) is false
D. Statement (I) is false but statement (II) is true
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
If the Rate of rise of anode current is large as compared to the spread velocity of carriers
across the cathode junction, local hot spots will be formed near the gate connection on
accounts of high current density. This increases the junction temperature and may damage the
device.

28.Consider the following statements about Diamond:
1) Diamond crystal structure is a variant of Zinc blende.
2) Diamond has very high thermal conductivity.
3) Diamond has very high electrical conductivity.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
Diamond crystal structure is a variant of Zinc blende in which carbon atoms occupy all
positions (both Zn and S)

Diamond has very high thermal conductivity and very Low electrical conductivity.

29.A
digit voltmeter is used to measure the voltage value of 0.3861 V on a 1 V range. It
would be displayed in the panel as
A.
B.
C.
D.
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
Resolution over 1 V range,

Since, it can only display only 5 digits,
So, resolution is approximately .0001

So,

digit voltmeter will display 0.3861 over 1 V range.

30.Swinburne’s Test is related to
A. Transformer
B. Induction Machine
C. Synchronous Machine
D. DC Machine
Answer ||| D
Solution |||

Swinburne's test is the most commonly used and simplest method of testing of shunt and
compound wound DC machines which have constant flux. In this test the efficiency of the
machine at any load is pre-determined. We can run the machine as a motor or as a generator.

31.The solution of the differential equation,
A. y = x ln(x) + x
B. y = ln(x)
C. y = ln(x) + x2
D. y = xe(x–2)
Answer ||| A
Solution |||

Given:
Using Homogeneous Method
Let y = vx

So,

Integrating both side
v = ln(x) + ln(k)

As,
y = x ln(x) + x ln(k)

satisfy the condition y(1) = 1 is

y(1) = 1 (given)
1 = 0 + ln(k)
So, y = x ln(x) + x

32.Consider the circuit shown in figure below the open circuit transfer impedance Z21 of the
two port network is

A.
B.
C.
D. Za + Zb
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

Re-draw the circuit.

Apply KVL to the inner loop

So, answer B will be correct.

33.Low load or friction adjustment in single phase induction type energy meter is done
A. By adjusting position of break magnet
B. By providing holes or slots on rotating disc
C. By using shading loop
D. None of these
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Various compensation in energy meter is given as:
Over friction or creeping: By providing holes or slots on rotating disc.
Low load or friction adjustment: By using shading loop.
Speed adjustment: By adjusting position of break magnet.
Hence, Option (C) is correct.

34.For stable systems, which of the following statements are true?
(i) Gain margin and phase margin both are positive.
(ii) Gain cross over frequency > Phase cross-over frequency
A. Only (i)
B. Only (ii)
C. Both (i) and (ii)
D. Neither (i) nor (ii)

Answer ||| A
Solution |||
For stable systems,
(i) Gain margin and phase margin both are positive.
(ii) Gain cross over frequency < Phase cross-over frequency.

35.The value of the integral

is

A. 1/60
B. 1/40
C. 1/120
D. 1/80
Answer ||| C
Solution |||

36.The differential DC output voltage

in the circuit shown is ____ V

A. 5V
B. 10V
C. 8V
D. 2V
Answer ||| D
Solution |||

⇒ the base of QL is biased with negative voltage hence
Q1 → OFF
Q2 → ON

⇒
⇒
⇒

⇒
⇒
⇒

37.8 consider the circuit shown in figure below the equivalent inductance across a & b is
__________.

A. 0.32 H
B. 0.23 H
C. 0.64 H
D. 0.46 H
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
As seen from the figure it is a parallel combination

So Answer A will be correct.

38.The problems of the binary-weighted resistor digital to analog convertor (DAC) can be
overcome by using
A. a flash DAC
B. a staircase DAC
C. an R-2R ladder DAC
D. an 8-bit binary weighted resistor DAC
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Weighted resistor DAC
⇒ in this DAC requires n number of resistors.
⇒ Resistor different value requires that rate 2R, 22R, 23R ……. 2nR
⇒To overcome this problem of weighted resistor DAC R-2R ladder resistor DAC is used.
Which used only two resistor of size R & 2R.

39.Statement I: In an IC-555 circuit 3 equal resistors are used.

Statement II: In an IC 555 circuit capacitor charges from

to

.

A. Both statements are true & statement II is correct explanation of statement I.
B. Both statements are true & statement I is correct explanation of statement II.
C. Statement I is true & statement II is false
D. Statement II is true & statement I is false
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
In IC 555 three equal resistors are used

Apply voltage division rule:

So, capacitor charges from

40.A flip-flop is shown below,

What could be the resultant flip-flop??
A. JK flip flop
B. D- flip flop
C. SR flip flop
D. T- flip flop
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

We know

For JK flipflop

Qn+1 = D
So, D-flip flop.

41.Consider the given circuit shown in figure, determine the value of I.

A. 0 A
B. 2 A
C. 3 A
D. 4 A
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
By using Millman’s theorem

=0V

Rth = 0.833 Ω

42.The figure shows a half-wave rectifier. The diode D is ideal the average steady state
current (in mA) through the diode is approximately.

A. 32.25
B. 64 .50
C. 16.25
D. 38.25
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
V0 = IDC × RL

IDC =

,

VDC =

,

VDC =

IDC × RL =

IDC ×

IDC =

IDC =

= Vm

= 32.25 mA

43.Statement (I): for detection of ultrasonic wave, quartz crystal can be used.
Statement (II): Quartz crystal produce mechanical vibration when ultrasonic waves fall on it
hence ultrasonic wave can be detected.
A. Both statements are true, but statement II is correct explanation of statement I.
B. Both statements are true, but statement II is not correct explanation of statement I.
C. Statement I is true & statement II is false.
D. Statement II is true & statement I is false.
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
Quartz crystal produce mechanical vibration when ultrasonic waves fall on it hence ultrasonic
wave can be detected that’s why it is used for detection of ultrasonic waves.

44.Statement (I): If ‘A’ is scalar field, then its gradient points in the direction of maximum
increase of the scalar field (A).
Statement (II): Scalar field gradient is scalar always.
A. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are correct, and statement (II) is correct explanation
of statement (I).
B. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are correct, but statement (II) is not correct
explanation of statement (I).
C. Statement (I) is correct, but statement (II) is incorrect.
D. Statement (I) is incorrect, but statement (II) is correct.
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
option (C) is correct
Statement (II) is incorrect since
Gradient of scalar is always a vector

i.e.,

45.An energy meter rated as 5 A, 230 V makes 480 revolutions per kWh. In a test at full load,
unity power factor, it makes 6 revolutions in 64 seconds, then which of the following
statement is correct?
A. The meter runs slower and error is 38.8%
B. The meter runs faster and error is 22.5%
C. The meter runs slower and error is 225.5%
D. The meter runs faster and error is 38.8%
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
Energy consumed in 64 second,
E = 230 × 5 × 64 watt-sec

= 0.0204 kWh
Meter constant, k = 480 rev/kWh
So, Number of revolutions = 480 × 0.0204 = 9.813 rev.
This means, it should make 9.813 revolutions.
But it makes 6 revolutions.

% Error

= –38.86%
Negative sign indicates that meter runs slower.

46.In SCR, if the reverse voltage is increased above critical breakdown level then, avalanche
occurs at junction.
A. J1 only
B. J2 and J3
C. J1 and J3
D. J3 only
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
In SCR, if the reverse voltage is increased above critical breakdown level then, avalanche
occurs at junction at J1 and J3.

47.In a PLC, online programming means a program which:
A. resides in the PC or laptop
B. resides in the PLC
C. resides on the internet server
D. works through internet connectivity
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
in PLC online programming means a program which resides in the PLC.

48.The voltage drop across a resistor is 350 V and a current of 25 A flows through it. The
uncertainties in measurements are ± 0.8 V and ± 0.3 A respectively. Find the % uncertainty in
measurement of power.
A. 1.87%
B. 1.65%
C. 1.22%
D. 1.52%
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Power, P = VI

P = 350 × 25 = 8750 W
Given, wp = ± 0.8 V and w I = ± 0.3 A

∴ Uncertainty in power =

= ± 106.88 W

% Uncertainty =
= ± 1.22%

49.Which of the following in NOT the correct properties of ceramics?
A. High strength
B. High Hardness
C. Low creep resistance
D. Low toughness
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Properties of ceramic are:
• High strength
• High hardness

• High creep resistance
• Low toughness

50.A sinusoid’s having peak amplitude of 0.5V is applied to the op-amp circuit shown in
figure. If the op-amp provides a slew rate of 1V/n sec and a gain of 4, then the highest input
frequency for which no slewing occurs is _____ MHz.

A. 89.5
B. 79.6
C. 68.2
D. 70.6
Answer ||| B
Solution |||

Fm = 79.6 MHz

51.In three phase cycloconverters, the reduction factor is given by

A.
B.
C.
D.
Answer ||| D

Solution |||

52.The open loop transfer function of unity feedback control system is given by G(s) =
where k, T > 0. Using Routh’s criterion, determine the value of k for which
system will be stable?
A. k > 8T
B. k < 8T
C. k > 0
D. 0 < k < 8T
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
Characteristic Equation:
1 + G(s) H(s) = 0

Routh’s array is shown below,

For system to be stable there should be no sign change in the first column of the Routh’s
array.

and k > 0
8T – k > 0
k – 8t < 0
k < 8T
k>0
⇒ 0 < k < 8T

53.For the given op-amp circuit, find the transfer function

A. 1
B. –2
C. 2
D. –1
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
This is an inverting om-amp, hence

if R1 = R2, C1 = C2

Here, R1 = R2, C1 = C2

54.Which of the following curves represent the electric field due to an infinitely long straight
conductor?

A.

B.

C.

D.
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
Electric field due to an infinitely long straight conductor is given by,

Where λ is the linear charge density and r is the radius of the cylinder.

Hence, option (D) is correct.

55.In the torque current characteristics shown, match the current sequence:
(i) Series motor
(ii) Shunt motor
(iii) Cumulative compound motor
(iv) Differential compound motor.

A. 1 – (i) , 2 – (ii), 3 – (iv) , 4 – (iii)
B. 1 – (iv) , 2 – (iii), 3 – (ii) , 4 – (i)
C. 1 – (i) , 2 – (iii), 3 – (ii) , 4 – (iv)
D. 1 – (i) , 2 – (ii), 3 – (iii) , 4 – (iv)
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Same as above

56.Find the reading of moving iron Ammeter in the circuit shown below, where v 1(t) = 10 sint
V and v2 (t) =

A. 5 A
B. 10 A
C.
D.

A
A

Answer ||| B
Solution |||

sin2t V.

Since there are different frequency sources present in the circuit, so superposition theorem
should be used to find the response.
(1) When only V 1 = 10 sint is operating,
Angular frequency, ω = 1 rad/sec
Inductive reactive, XL = ωL
∴ XL = 1 × 1 = 1Ω
Impedance, Z = 1 + j1

⇒ I1 rms = 5A
(2) When only V 2 =

sin 2t is operating,

Angular frequency, ω = 2rad/sec
XL = ωL = 2 × 1 = 2 Ω
Z = 1 + j2

(3) When only 5V(DC) is operating,
ω = 0, ∴ XL = 0
Z = 1Ω

∴ Ammeter reading =

= 10 A

57.A surge travel to the end of a long OH line of length ‘ℓ’ km takes time of 3 msec. What
will be the length of transmission line?
A. 1000 km
B. 600 km
C. 500 km
D. 900 km
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
Speed of light = speed of surge = 3 × 108 m/s
Length = velocity × time
= 3 × 108 × 3 × 10–3
= 9 × 105 m = 900 km

58.Which of the following statements is/are correct?
1) Bode plot can be plotted for both minimum and non-minimum phase system.
2) Nyquist plot defines both absolute and relative stability.
3) Bode plot defines absolute stability
4) In Nyquist plot, the variable is the entire s-plane.
A. 1 and 3
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 and 3
D. None of these
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
1. Bode plot can be plotted only for minimum phase system.
2. Nyquist plot defines both absolute and relative stability.
3. Bode plot defines relative stability.
4. In Nyquist plot, the variable is the entire s-plane.

59.Match List-i (Controller) with List-ii (Type of load) and select the correct answer using
the code given below the lists:
List-i
A- Chopper controlled resistance in the rotor circuit of an induction motor
B- Sub-synchronous converter-cascade in the rotor circuit of an induction motor
C- 3-phase a.c. voltage controller
D- Cycloconverter
List-ii
1. Very low speed, high-power reversible drive
2. Centrifuges in sugar industry
3. Blowers and compressors
4. Loads requiring good starting performance
A. A-3, B-4, C-2, D-1
B. A-3, B-4, C-1, D-2
C. A-4, B-3, C-1, D-2
D. A-4, B-3, C-2, D-1
Answer ||| A
Solution ||| For very low speed voltage controllers are not suitable as torque will also reduce
in proportion to square of voltage. Resistance in rotor circuit affect the starting performance.

60.A reverse conducting thyristor (RCT) normally replaces
A. A pair of antiparallel thyristors in a circuit.
B. A combination of a thyristor and an antiparallel diode in a circuit.
C. A thyristor in situation where it is not required to have reversed blocking capability at all.
D. Converter grade thyristor.
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
RCT may be considered as a thyristor with a built in antiparallel diode.

61.The value of x(∞) for
Answer |||

when x(s) is Laplace transform of x(t) is_____

Solution |||

Given
Using final value theorem

= –0.5

62.The velocity of travelling wave through cable of relative permittivity 25 is
A. 3 × 108 m/sec
B. 1 × 108 m/sec
C. 6 × 107 m/sec
D. None
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
The velocity of travelling wave in cable is

63.Hand tool application uses which of the following motors?
A. AC series motor
B. Shaded pole motor
C. Resistance motor
D. None of the above
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
For hand tool applications, AC series motor is used.
So, Option (A) is correct.

64.When the 8085 receives an interrupt on its INTR pin
A. The program is transferred to a call location determined by HL pair.
B. 8085 waits till an interrupt acknowledgement is received and transfers program to a fixed
call location.
C. The call location is determined by external device.
D. The program is directly transferred to a fixed call location.
Answer ||| C
Solution ||| When the 8085 receives an interrupt on its INTR pin, the call location is
determined by external device.

65.The degree of the differential equation is
A. 8
B. 10
C. 5
D. 9
Answer ||| D
Solution |||

66.Select the correct output (Vo) wave shape for a given input (Vl) in the damping network
given below.

A.

B.

C.

D.
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
Apply KVL in negative cycle, diode on
Vi – 2 – VC = 0
Vi maximum voltage
VC = Vi – 2
VC = –5 – 2 = –7V
Now,
V0 = Vi – VC
For Vi = +5V (positive cycle)
V0 = 5 – (–7) = 12V
For Vi = –5V (negative cycle)
V0 = –5 – (–7) = 2V

67.The correct statements with respect to SMPS are:
1. Transistors are used in active region.
2. Switching is done at high frequency.
3. SMPS supplies are small in size.
A. 1 and 2
B. 1 and 3
C. 2 and 3
D. 1, 2, and 3
Answer ||| C

Solution |||
In SMPS, transistor operates in switch mode at very high frequency.
Cut off region is used for off state and saturation region is used for ON state.
→ As such a high frequency, the size of filter as well as transformer is reduced. So these are
compact in size.
→ With the availability of high-speed devices like power MOSFET, SMPS is popularity used
now a days.

68.A 100/5 A bar primary current transformer supplies an overcurrent relay set at 25% pick
up and it has a burden of 5 VA. The secondary voltage is
A. 1 V
B. 1.25 V
C. 2.5 V
D. 4 V
Answer ||| D

Solution ||| Secondary side current =

Secondary voltage

69.Which of the following statement is incorrect
A. Static Electric field is conservative
B. Magnetic field is solenoidal
C. Electric field is not solenoidal
D. Magnetic field is irrotational
Answer ||| D

Solution |||
For Static Electric field,

∴ Static electric field is conservative or irrotational
Magnetic field is solenoidal

∴

⇒ Electric field is not solenoidal

B = μH

∴

⇒ Magnetic field is rotational.

70.Gray code equivalent of binary number 101101 is
A. 101010
B. 111000
C. 111011
D. 100111
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Binary to Gray code conversion

71.In a parallel resistive circuit, opening a branch result in
1) Increase in total resistance
2) Decrease in total power
3) No change in branch voltage
Which of the above is /are correct?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 1 only
C. 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer ||| D
Solution |||
If total resistance in parallel circuit is

,then

Now, if a Branch is open, then total resistance increases.

As power

, total power decreases with increase in total resistance.

But in parallel circuit, no change in voltage.

72.Consider the following statements.

1.
2.
3.
Which of the above statements is/are linear?
A. 1 only
B. 2 only
C. 1 and 2
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
A differential equation is said to be linear differential equation, If the dependent variable and
its differential co-efficient occurring with first degree and they are not multiplied together.
Here x is independent variable and y is dependent variable.
In (2) degree of y = 2 hence NL
In (3) y is inside sin function hence NL
Here y is not a variable.

73.Which of the following cores have linear characteristics?
A. Steel core
B. CRGO core
C. Air core
D. None of the above
Answer ||| C
Solution |||
Air cores have linear magnetization characteristics i.e., they do not saturate whereas steel
core and CRGO core have non-linear magnetization characteristics.

74.For a transformer
S1: Eddy current loss depends on frequency but not on voltage.
S2: Hysteresis loss depends on frequency and voltage both.
Choose the correct option
A. S1 only
B. S2 only
C. Both S1 and S2
D. Neither S1 nor S2
Answer ||| B
Solution |||
Eddy current loss = Kef2Bm2
Since Bm → Depends on voltage and frequency
So Eddy current loss depends on Both V, F
So, S1 → False
Hysteresis loss → depends on frequency and voltage both
So S2 → True

75.Two signals x1(t) and x2(t) with maximum frequencies 10 Hz and 20 Hz
respectively are added together. The resultant signal is denoted as y(t)
and is sampled at 50 Hz, then it is
A. Over sampling
B. Nyquist sampling
C. Under sampling
D. Bandpass sampling
Answer ||| A
Solution |||
y(t) = x1(t) + x2(t)
Y(f) = X1(f) + X2(f)

∴ Maximum frequency of Y(f) = Max (10, 20)
= 20 Hz
Thus, Nyquist frequency = 2 × 20 Hz = 40 Hz
Given, Sampling frequency = 50 Hz
Since, the sampling frequency is greater than Nyquist rate,
Therefore, type of sampling is over sampling.

